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The volunteered mandate:
Nigeria’s Programos Software Limited had been a pioneer member of the UN SPACE User Group
since 2012.
Admitted since 2012 by an MOU, working group members of the SPACE User group had been
saddled with the responsibility of co-designing, co-developing SPACE (Strategic Planning,
Architectures, Control and Education) with customization and most suitability contributions
peculiar to own country. Programos Foundation supported the SPACE4Nigeria development and
implementation and its annual defense at the ICT4SIDS/Infopoverty World Conference processes
of OCCAM at the UN headquarters, New York.

In a major new endeavor to accelerate SDGs in Nigeria, just as is in any developing country, and
small islands, and particularly create new jobs to saving youths from displaced crafts, vocations
and misdirected professional engagements in our societies owing to tech advancements coupled
with the covid-19 pandemic that befell the globe, Professor Amjad Umar, Lead Consultant on
SPACE Initiative for UN ICT4SIDS and Director of ICT Programs, Harrisburg University of
Science and Technology, Pennsylvania, US, and Mr Amos Emmanuel, Chief Software
Architect/Ceo, Programos Software Limited under its Corporate Social Responsibility division, the
Programos Foundation, had trained youths nominated from Bauchi, Katsina, Akwa Ibom, Edo,
Kano, Ogun, Taraba, Gombe, Benue states and the FCT (Abuja) in Nigeria on the Smart Virtual
City Innovation Workshops in the maiden concluded cohort (1), while planing for cohort (2) of 500
youths being nominated from across the 36 states in the country by February 2021.

By Programos Foundation - promoters of Innovationbed.Africa and the United

Nations World Summit Awards for Nigeria

Programos Partners UN ICT4SIDS To Train
Youths on Smart Virtual City Innovation -
#SVC4Nigeria (Africa's 1st)
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#SPACE4Nigeria - the innovation

environment called SPACE (Strategic

Planning, Architectures, Control and

Education), conducts highly customised

feasibility studies within an hour, for

more than 100 services leveraging on

highly reliable big data from World

Economic Forum, World Bank Open Data

Institute, UN Department of Statistic,

etc.

We are a digital ecosystem specializing in scouting local tech-trends,

promoting social innovation and digital transformation in people,

process and culture, showcasing them to the global stage. 

We #Upskill youths and public sector workforce on demand-driven

digital education in partnership with our huge network of global

experts.

We make our society more responsive to digital economy dreams

realization by inculcating UN ICT4SIDS’ computer-aided strategic

planning methodologies for smart virtual cities and connected

communities development among leadership cadres - which create new

digital service opportunities that fill the displaced/lost job gaps of a

nation."

What is Innovationbed.Africa?

Criteria for youth nomination remain that they have
graduated from any discipline and are between the
ages of 20 and 35 years from any LGAs of the 36
states of the federation and FCT.

Youths for Digital Leadership

Graduate Youths to
Innovate a Digital
Nigeria

It is certain we all witness the overall paradox of the
current state of development - a glaring and persistent gap
between existing potential and resources (technological,
financial, intellectual), on the one hand-and the reality on
the ground, on the other.Indeed, technological solutions
now exist for most development problems - from increasing
crop yields to renewable sources of energy to treatment of
most diseases - and yet, poverty, hunger, disease and
inequity persist. Similarly, in ICT for development area
technology has matured to the extent when “there is an
app” for most development challenges and needs.

So there is much work available to be done and we keep
saying there is no work?



It is a blueprint for Action that fully

supports Nigeria’s reforming of present

leadership quality in economic

development. Space4Nigeria focuses on

high impact ICT services in health,

education, public safety, welfare, and

other vital services for developing

countries. Main competitive edge is a

powerful computer-aided planning,

engineering and management

environment that automates the

blueprint methodology. This we

emphasize ours youths now learn to

HELP the leadership of their

communities as new demand-driven

prosperity - if leadership is to change

for good as desired by citizens.

Amos Emmanuel, Founder, Programos Foundation
honoured along Top ICT Industry Experts at Nigeria's

60th National Independence Day in 2020.

Next Class Registration is in Progress for 500
Youths across 36 states




